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History of Battle of the Books

America's Battle of the Books

Battle of the Books.com

Prince William County's Battle of the Books
Battle of the Books
Club Logistics

* Book Lists and Selection Process
* Sponsors

* Funding
* Club Meetings/Frequency
* Age Groups/Size
Competition Rules & Questions

* Open to students in 4th & 5th grades.

* Competition teams can be no more than 12 students, with 6 students on stage at a time.

* Questions are either "In What Book" style or quotes. Correct answers are given as book titles.

* Competition is made up of each team being given their own questions in 10 different rounds.
Division of Schools

**Eastern Cluster of Schools:** (8)
Ashland, Belmont, Henderson, Marumsco, Occoquan, Porter Traditional, Rosa Parks and Springwoods

**Central Cluster of Schools:** (6)
Cedar Point, Chris Yung, Glenkirk, Nokesville, T.Clay Woods and Victory

**Western Cluster of Schools:** (7)
Alvey, Bennett, Loch Lomond, Mountain View, Signal Hill, Sinclair and West Gate

**Top 2 schools in each cluster advance to the Final Competition.**
2015-2016 Book List

The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate
Rain Reign by Ann Martin
Out of My Mind by Sharon Draper
Pie by Sarah Weeks
Masterminds by Gordan Korman

The Case For Loving by Selina Alko
Fake Mustache by Tom Angleberger
Barbed Wire Baseball by Marissa Moss
The Fourteenth Goldfish by Jennifer Holm
Words With Wings by Nikki Grimes
2015-2016 Competitions

Semi-Finals:
March 14-18, 2016

Eastern Host: Occoquan Elem.
Central Host: T.Clay Woods Elem.
Western Host: Bennett Elem.

1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams go to Finals

Finals:
April 13, 2016

Porter Traditional School
LET'S HAVE SOME FUN!!!!

Go to: kahoot.it

Using your handouts and the short summaries about each book, we are going to play a short Kahoot to learn a little more about the titles we chose for this year!!
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